The performance of a combustion chamber and flame stability •depend mainly on its geometrical design.
I. INTRODUCTION
In a combustion chamber. expecially in a turbojet combustor, ' the designer task is to achieve an anchored flame in a determined position under all the severe operating conditions That zone into which the fuel would be sent.
That Flame stabililization at the severe conditions, is realized by the creation of a recirculation zone which is the center of the intensive change between fresh mixture (or air) and the burned hot gas.
The recirulated flow required for flame stahility is created using geometrical methods, i.e utilizing the chamber construction , the create the prementioned zone, which means that • : the designer is restricted by some considerations related to the combustion process, one of them is the flow distributibn between the three zone of the combustion chamber (combustion, dilution and cooling). The second is the flame stability :directly related to the flow in the primary (comustion) Zone.
STABILITY BY GEOMETRICAL METHODS

STABILITY BY CONFIINED JETS
That stability mode is related to the jet theory and flow 'proOagatinn anfl diffusion between the iet and surroundings depending on the relative velocity ( fig.1 ).
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BLUFF BODY STABILITY
A "bulff body" is a solid object of such a shape that,when it is suspended in a fluid stream, a re-circulatory flow is formed in its immediate wake. This recirulation carries up-stream and mixes with fresh, unburned gas, the products ! of combustion of fuel and oxident . which were infected earlier.
FIG. Z
RECIRCULATING FLOW BEHIND SPHERE, GUTTER AND STRUT.
STABILITY BY OPPOSITE INJECTION
Which creates a zone of recirulation similar to that created in the wake of a bluff body. The caracteristics of that zone depend mainly on the relative velocity be-. tween the jet and the opposite. 
